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  Abstract
  BackgroundIt is unclear to what extent the traditional distinction between
neurological and psychiatric disorders reflects biological
differences.

AimsTo examine neuroimaging evidence for the distinction between neurological
and psychiatric disorders.

MethodWe performed an activation likelihood estimation meta-analysis on
voxel-based morphometry studies reporting decreased grey matter in 14
neurological and 10 psychiatric disorders, and compared the regional and
network-level alterations for these two classes of disease. In addition,
we estimated neuroanatomical heterogeneity within and between the two
classes.

ResultsBasal ganglia, insula, sensorimotor and temporal cortex showed greater
impairment in neurological disorders; whereas cingulate, medial frontal,
superior frontal and occipital cortex showed greater impairment in
psychiatric disorders. The two classes of disorders affected distinct
functional networks. Similarity within classes was higher than between
classes; furthermore, similarity within class was higher for neurological
than psychiatric disorders.

ConclusionsFrom a neuroimaging perspective, neurological and psychiatric disorders
represent two distinct classes of disorders.
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 The ICD-10,
1
 arguably the dominant classification system in use in medicine, makes a
distinction between neurological and psychiatric disorders. This distinction is
based on nosological criteria, such as aetiological or syndromatic similarities,
but also reflects historical
Reference Martin2
 or social factors.
Reference Baerlocher and Detsky3
 It has important implications for clinical practice, since the remit of
services frequently mirror the boundaries between groups of disorders, which might
determine the type of treatment individual patients receive.
Reference Butler, Corboy and Filley4,Reference Kanner5
 Over the past few years, however, the distinction between psychiatric and
neurological disorders has been called into question on the basis of the latest
scientific data.
Reference White, Rickards and Zeman6
 It has been long known that neurological disorders can present with
affective or psychotic symptoms traditionally thought to be specific to
psychiatric disorders,
Reference Aarsland, Pahlhagen, Ballard, Ehrt and Svenningsson7,Reference Nadkarni, Arnedo and Devinsky8
 and that psychiatric disorders present motor symptoms more frequently seen
in a neurology clinic.
Reference Fenton9
 More recently, brain imaging has provided an in vivo
window into the human brain, and has revealed that both neurological and
psychiatric disorders are associated with neuroanatomical and neurofunctional alterations.
Reference Wright, Rabe-Hesketh, Woodruff, David, Murray and Bullmore10–Reference Gong, Li, Tognin, Wu, Pettersson-Yeo and Lui12
 This dynamic and efficient perspective on regional changes in brain
disorders can complement the histopathological information provided by
neuropathological studies.
Reference Fornito, Yucel and Pantelis13
 This approach has challenged the simplistic view of neurological disorders
as ‘organic’ and psychiatric disorders as ‘functional’. In addition to
neuroscientific evidence, genetic studies have also begun to reveal the genetic
underpinnings of neurological and psychiatric disorders. Allelic variants, copy
number variants, epistatic effects and gene–environment interactions appear to
play a critical role in both classes of disorders,
14–Reference Tsuji16
 suggesting the presence of comparable aetiological mechanisms. In a recent,
thought-provoking article, White and colleagues
Reference White, Rickards and Zeman6
 suggested that the traditional distinction between disorders of the mind
and disorders of the brain is a fundamental misconception, and called for a
‘radical rethinking’ in which psychiatric disorders should be reclassified as
disorders of the central nervous system. The merging of these two categories, the
authors argued, would be a logical decision given that both neurological and
psychiatric disorders are rooted in the brain and are associated with a
combination of both sensorimotor and psychological symptoms. However, concerns
have been raised about the actual benefits patients would receive from the merging
of both fields.
Reference Holmes17,Reference Bailey, Burn, Craddock, Mynors-Wallis and Tyrer18



 We acknowledge that the distinction between the fields of psychiatry and neurology
involves multiple factors, ranging from social and historical to biological, and
that any new classification should ultimately reflect an improvement in clinical
outcomes. However, it is imperative that this debate is informed by scientific
evidence including the biology underpinning the two classes of disorders. In this
context, we investigated whether neurological and psychiatric disorders have
distinct neuroimaging correlates that arguably could reflect distinct
neuropathologies. In particular, we examined whether the two classes of disorders
affected different sets of regions, whether these regions were localised in
different functional networks and whether neuroanatomical variability within each
class of disorders is smaller than between classes. Our investigation was based on
a meta-analysis of 168 published studies that used structural magnetic resonance
imaging (sMRI) to investigate neuroanatomy in a total of 4227 patients and 4504
healthy controls.


 Method

 The present meta-analysis was informed by the guidelines provided by the PRISMA
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) Statement
(http://www.prisma-statement.org/); PRISMA
flow diagrams illustrating the number of articles identified for each group of
disorders, the number of included and excluded articles, and the reasons for
exclusions, can be found in the online Fig. DS1.


 Literature search and selection of studies

 In brief, we performed a systematic search for published studies that had
employed sMRI and voxel-based morphometry (VBM)
Reference Ashburner and Friston19
 to examine neuroanatomy in patients with a neurological or
psychiatric disorder compared with healthy controls. The list of
neurological and psychiatric disorders was obtained from chapters V and VI
from ICD-10 (2010 version). A total of 91 electronic searches were performed
between 2 and 3 May 2012 using the PubMed database. Each electronic search
comprised the following general structure: (‘voxel based’ OR morphometr* OR
VBM) AND (MRI OR ‘magnetic resonance’) AND terms related to disorder as
listed in the ICD-10. When a meta-analysis on a certain neurological or
psychiatric disorder was found, we checked the reference list for any
studies that had not been detected using our search terms. Some disorders
had been examined in only a few VBM studies, whereas others had been
examined in a large number of studies. We sought a pragmatic compromise
between the need to include as many studies as possible to improve precision
of each disorder-specific meta-analysis, and the requirement to include as
many disorders as possible to obtain a representative sample of each class.
This resulted in the selection of 24 different disorders that had been
investigated in at least seven VBM studies (Table 1, and see online Fig. DS1 for a flow diagram of study
selection). We classified disorders described in chapter V of the ICD-10 as
psychiatric, and those described in chapter VI as neurological. We
acknowledge that a number of disorders, in particular the dementias, are
included in both chapters, and therefore could be classified either as
neurological or psychiatric. For the purpose of the present investigation,
we classified neurodegenerative disorders as neurological; we then performed
confirmatory analyses to examine how classifying dementias as psychiatric
would have an impact on the results.





TABLE 1 List of neurological and psychiatric disorders examined in the
present investigation
a
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		Studies
included/
published,
n
	Patients/
controls
included,
n

	Neurological disorders		
	    Amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis	7/8	114/121
	    Dementia in Alzheimer's
disease	7/36	114/122
	    Dementia in Parkinson's	7/10	133/172
	    Developmental dyslexia	7/8	109/108
	    Dystonia	7/10	151/160
	    Frontotemporal dementia	7/37	158/170
	    Hereditary ataxia	7/15	97/121
	    Huntington's disease	7/9	206/165
	    Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy	7/7	220/218
	    Multiple sclerosis	7/11	335/179
	    Parkinson's disease	7/17	216/197
	    Progressive supranuclear
palsy	7/7	108/182
	    Temporal lobe epilepsy –
left	7/14	232/334
	    Temporal lobe epilepsy –
right	7/10	196/246
	Psychiatric disorders		
	    Attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder	7/13	245/214
	    Anorexia nervosa	7/10	108/130
	    Autism	7/12	132/129
	    Asperger syndrome	7/9	135/177
	    Bipolar affective disorder	7/18	234/270
	    Depressive disorder	7/24	146/205
	    Obsessive–compulsive
disorder	7/14	236/211
	    Panic disorder	7/7	142/133
	    Post-traumatic stress
disorder	7/14	128/126
	    Schizophrenia	7/51	332/414




a. For each disorder, we report the number of included and
published studies and the total number of patients and healthy
controls in the included studies. See Online supplement DS1 for
details of the included studies.







 From each study we extracted the coordinates for grey matter decreases
detected in patients relative to controls using a statistical threshold of
either P<0.05 (whole-brain corrected) or
P<0.001 (uncorrected). Data were extracted
independently by two researchers (N.A.C., J.S.) and any discrepancies
resolved by consensus. Coordinates reported in Talairach space were
transformed into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates.
Reference Lancaster, Tordesillas-Gutierrez, Martinez, Salinas, Evans and Zilles20






 Meta-analysis

 In order to obtain a representative picture of the regions affected in
neurological and psychiatric disorders, respectively, it was critical that
every disorder within its class weighed the same in the final summary. This
was ensured in two ways. First, we included the same number of studies per
disorder (i.e. seven); if a disorder had been studied in more than seven
studies, then the studies included in our investigation were selected
randomly. However, the average sample size tended to be larger for those
disorders investigated in a greater number of studies (for example
schizophrenia) than those investigated in a smaller number of studies (for
example panic disorder). This means that a random sample of seven studies
for each disorder would still result in different disorders having more or
less influence on the results, depending on the sample size of the
individual studies. To control for this, we applied a disorder-specific
weight to each of the studies included, so that the sum of the weighted
sample sizes was equal across disorders. We should highlight that, using
this approach, larger studies would still weigh more than smaller studies
within each disorder.

 Selected studies from each disorder were meta-analysed using the activation
likelihood estimation (ALE) method as implemented in GingerALE software
(www.brainmap.org/ale),
Reference Eickhoff, Laird, Grefkes, Wang, Zilles and Fox21
 using a P-value of 0.05 (false-discovery rate
corrected) and a cluster size threshold of 200 mm3. This method
models the peak structural differences taking into account the
between-subject variance, but also considers empirically informed
between-laboratory variance. The comparison between the two classes of
disorders was performed using the ALE subtraction analysis;
Reference Eickhoff, Bzdok, Laird, Roski, Caspers and Zilles22
 this involves comparing the difference between the two ALE maps
against a null distribution of differences of two similarly sized groups of
studies built from random permutation (5000 iterations). Differences between
the two classes of disorders were identified using
P<0.05 (false-discovery rate corrected) and a cluster
size threshold of 200 mm3.




 Characterisation of network-level brain abnormalities

 Any significant abnormalities were characterised by mapping them onto
functional networks obtained from a previous investigation using independent
component analysis (ICA).
Reference Smith, Fox, Miller, Glahn, Fox and Mackay23
 Readers are referred to the original reference for further details on
these networks, which have been made available to the neuroimaging community
as ‘masks’ by the authors. We also report the anatomical coordinates of the
peak weights for each network in online Table DS1). By examining the ratio
between number of affected voxels within a specific network and expected
number of affected voxels in that network, we were able to establish whether
the number of abnormal voxels were randomly distributed across the different
networks. To test whether psychiatric or neurological disorders affected
differentially ICA-defined brain networks, we compared the difference
between their ratios to a null model based on permutation tests. We first
randomly permuted the group label (psychiatric or neurological) of the
included disorders, resulting in two new ‘random’ groups of psychiatric and
neurological disorders. After meta-analysing them individually, we
calculated the difference between their ratio of affected voxels within each
ICA network. This process was repeated 100 times. Statistical inferences
were then obtained by comparing the observed difference in each ICA network
to this null-model (one-tailed).




 Estimating heterogeneity within and between classes

 In order to characterise the heterogeneity of the two classes of disorders,
we computed neuroanatomical variability within each class and between
classes. We first meta-analysed each single disorder and computed a measure
of similarity between every pair of disorders. This measure was based on the
Jaccard index, which is equal to the overlap (intersection) of abnormal
voxels normalised by the union of abnormal voxels (i.e. voxels abnormal in
both disorders). We then compared the similarity within neurological
disorders against that within psychiatric disorders, as well as the
similarity within each class against that between classes.






 Results


 Neuroanatomy of neurological and psychiatric disorders

 We first identified those regions consistently affected in neurological and
psychiatric disorders separately. As shown in Fig. 1, neurological disorders affected a widespread network
comprising the caudate, thalamus, hippocampus, insula, anterior cingulate
and sensorimotor cortex bilaterally (see online Table DS2 for details);
similarly, psychiatric disorders affected a bilateral network of regions
comprising the caudate, hippocampus, insula and anterior cingulate (online
Table DS3). Classifying dementing illnesses (Alzheimer's, frontotemporal and
dementia in Parkinson's Disease) as psychiatric rather than neurological did
not change the overall pattern of results; however, it did result in
noticeable changes throughout the temporal cortex. This area of the cortex
was primarily implicated in neurological disorders when dementias were
classified as neurological, whereas it was primarily implicated in
psychiatric disorders when dementias were classified as psychiatric (online
Fig. DS2).




[image: ]




Fig. 1 Areas affected in neurological disorders (a) and psychiatric
disorders (b) (P<0.05 false-discovery rate corrected).




 We then identified regions showing different alterations in neurological and
psychiatric disorders by directly comparing the two classes of disorders. As
shown in Fig. 2, neurological disorders
affected a number of regions more than psychiatric disorders did, including
the basal ganglia (thalamus, caudate, putamen and globus pallidus), insula,
lateral and medial temporal cortex (including the hippocampus), and
sensorimotor areas. Psychiatric relative to neurological disorders showed a
more restricted range of abnormalities, located in the medial frontal
cortex, anterior and posterior cingulate, superior frontal gyrus and
occipital cortex (bilateral lingual gyrus and left cuneus).
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Fig. 2 Differential abnormalities between neurological and psychiatric
disorders (P<0.05 false-discovery rate corrected).







 Network-level brain abnormalities

 We proceeded by mapping significant abnormalities onto networks obtained
from ICA. Specifically, we explored the distribution of abnormalities in
each class of disorders among ten well-known networks obtained from ICA from
resting state functional MRI data.
Reference Smith, Fox, Miller, Glahn, Fox and Mackay23
 This additional analysis provided us with information about which
functional networks are disproportionately targeted by each group of
disorder (for example how many more/less voxels are abnormal in a network
compared with the expected number if the distribution of lesions were
homogeneously spread across different networks). This revealed that both
classes of disorders affected the auditory temporal network (M7), which
includes language areas, and the frontal executive control network (M8),
which includes cingulate and paracingulate regions, more than expected. By
contrast, both neurological and psychiatric disorders tend to affect the
cerebellar (M5) network less than expected. Figure 3 shows that neurological disorders appeared to affect the
sensorimotor network (M6) and frontoparietal network (M9) more than
psychiatric disorders. By contrast, psychiatric disorders appeared to affect
visual networks (M1 and M3) and the default mode network (M4) more than
neurological disorders. Permutation tests showed that the two classes of
disorders significantly differed in the visual cortex (M1) and default-mode
network (M4) (P<0.01 and P = 0.04,
respectively, one-tailed permutation test). This was mostly driven by
neurology disorders affecting these networks less than was expected.
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Fig. 3 Network fingerprint for neurological (white) and psychiatric (grey)
disorders.

 This figure illustrates the distribution of neuroimaging
abnormalities across networks for psychiatric and neurological
disorders respectively. In particular, it shows whether psychiatric
or neurological disorders affect each of our ten networks of
interest more or less than expected (based on the total number of
affected voxels). Values correspond to the logarithm of the ratio
between observed and expected, with values below zero denoting that
abnormalities are less frequent than expected and values above zero
denoting that abnormalities are more frequent than expected. The
asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference between
the two classes at P<0.05 (one-tailed
permutation tests).







 Heterogeneity within and between classes

 We also estimated the neuroanatomical heterogeneity within and between
classes (online Fig. DS3). The degree of similarity within each class of
disorders was higher than the degree of similarity between classes
(P<0.015, t-test). In addition, the
degree of similarity was higher for neurological than psychiatric disorders
(P<10−4, t-test).






 Discussion


 Main findings

 The way in which clusters of symptoms are grouped into different disorders
is an important clinical issue, as it determines both diagnosis and
treatment of individual patients. The aim of our investigation was to
contribute in this discussion by examining whether disorders currently
classified as ‘neurological’ and ‘psychiatric’ have distinct neuroimaging
correlates. We found that both types of disorders were associated with
widespread alterations in cortical and subcortical areas (Fig. 1). In a previous study using a
similar approach, we showed that this similarity is driven by the network
organisation of the brain.
Reference Crossley, Mechelli, Scott, Carletti, Fox and McGuire24
 This observation challenges the traditional distinction between
disorders of the mind and disorders of the brain, and provides fresh support
for a new conceptual framework in which both neurological and psychiatric
disease are considered ‘disorders of the nervous system’.
Reference White, Rickards and Zeman6
 Although there were many similar brain regions affected across types
of disorders, our meta-analytic techniques also showed differences between
the two groups of disorders. The basal ganglia, insula, lateral and medial
temporal cortex, and sensorimotor areas showed greater impairment in
neurological disorders; whereas the medial frontal cortex, anterior and
posterior cingulate, superior frontal gyrus and occipital cortex (bilateral
lingual gyrus and left cuneus) showed greater impairment in psychiatric
disorders. These structural differences between the two classes of disorders
affected distinct functional networks, with the effect of neurological
disorders evident in the sensorimotor and frontoparietal networks and the
effect of psychiatric disorders evident in the visual and default mode
networks. Although many of these structural differences are consistent with
our existing knowledge of neurological and psychiatric disorders, the
greater effect of psychiatric than neurological disorders in visual areas
might be surprising to some readers. Closer inspection of the data indicated
that this difference was mostly driven by neurological disorders affecting
these areas less than was expected based on the total number of significant
voxels (Fig. 3). By contrast,
abnormalities in occipital areas have often been detected in studies of
post-traumatic stress disorder
Reference Li, Wu, Liao, Ouyang, Du and Lei25
 or schizophrenia.
Reference Javitt26



 Disorders within each class, either neurological or psychiatric, were more
similar to each other in terms of neuroanatomical alterations than disorders
belonging to different classes. In addition, psychiatric disorders were more
dissimilar than neurological disorders, speaking of a more heterogeneous
class. Taken collectively, these results provide some neuroimaging evidence
for the existing distinction between neurological and psychiatric disorders
as separate classes of disease. Although such neuroimaging evidence does not
necessarily mean that the existing distinction is useful from a clinical
perspective, it may inform the current debate on whether the current system
should be reconsidered.
Reference White, Rickards and Zeman6



 The observation of neuroimaging differences between neurological and
psychiatric disorders was based on group-level statistical inferences; this
raises the question of whether it might be possible to use multivariate
statistical learning techniques to identify individual disorders as
neurological or psychiatric. We performed an exploratory analysis using a
multivariate statistical learning technique known as support vector machine;
Reference Orru, Pettersson-Yeo, Marquand, Sartori and Mechelli27
 this, however, did not yield any significant findings, suggesting
that group-level differences do not necessarily allow accurate inferences at
the level of the individual disorder. This might be as a result of the high
degree of neuroanatomical heterogeneity within each class or, alternatively,
a suboptimal methodological approach. In particular, we attempted to
classify individual disorders by modelling neuroanatomical abnormalities as
spheres centred on the peak coordinates reported by the individual studies,
without taking the heterogeneous spatial extent of these abnormalities into
account.




 Limitations

 The present investigation has several limitations. First, our results might
suffer from a selection bias.
Reference Ioannidis28
 In particular, the inclusion of neurological or psychiatric disorders
that had been examined in more than seven VBM studies may not have resulted
in a representative random sample of each group of disorders. We tried to
overcome this limitation by including as many disorders as possible in order
to increase the level of representativeness within each class. Similarly, we
included disorders with seven or more VBM studies. As previously described,
we selected this number based on a compromise between trying to maximise the
number of different disorders included, and the precision of the
neuroimaging estimate of each disorders. Second, the ALE meta-analysis is
based on the frequency with which an effect has been found with a selected
statistical threshold, but does not consider variability in the effect size
across studies.
Reference Costafreda29
 Third, we compared the two classes of disorders in terms of grey
matter volume only. Ideally, any biologically informed classification of
disease should be based on multiple domains including, for example, both
brain structure and function, and should use multiple approaches such as
neuroimaging, genetics and pharmacology. Finally, we did not consider the
effects of age and gender in the different disorders. However, we note that
the original VBM studies typically used patient and control groups that were
balanced according to age and gender; this means that our results are
unlikely to be a result of these confounding variables.

 In conclusion, we have shown some divergent neuroimaging findings in
neurological and psychiatric disorders; this suggests that neurological and
psychiatric disorders represent two distinct classes of disorders from a
neuroimaging perspective.
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 TABLE 1 List of neurological and psychiatric disorders examined in the present investigationa
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 Fig. 1 Areas affected in neurological disorders (a) and psychiatric disorders (b) (P<0.05 false-discovery rate corrected).
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 Fig. 2 Differential abnormalities between neurological and psychiatric disorders (P<0.05 false-discovery rate corrected).
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 Fig. 3 Network fingerprint for neurological (white) and psychiatric (grey) disorders.This figure illustrates the distribution of neuroimaging abnormalities across networks for psychiatric and neurological disorders respectively. In particular, it shows whether psychiatric or neurological disorders affect each of our ten networks of interest more or less than expected (based on the total number of affected voxels). Values correspond to the logarithm of the ratio between observed and expected, with values below zero denoting that abnormalities are less frequent than expected and values above zero denoting that abnormalities are more frequent than expected. The asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference between the two classes at P<0.05 (one-tailed permutation tests).
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